JUN 23-2 JUL

ALASKA
With Seattle / Boeings and Citation Airlift

SAT 23 We depart from the UK, via a Canadian hub to VANCOUVER. When we arrive we collect our cars
and spend the evening watching arrivals from the old terminal area. Our hotel is on the approach.
SUN 24 We depart late in the morning for ABBOTSFORD, then on to the US border. We get to EVERETT
in the evening and stay at our overnight hotel nearby.
MON 25 We have the morning at EVERETT to see the whole airport, with museums and BOEING
widebody production line. We then drive to RENTON, the 737 production line and also home to many float
planes. Then a short drive to BOEING FIELD. There are many aircraft here on final production as well as
many FBOs and the large museum of flight. With the remaining time we spot from the end of the runway at
SEATAC and then our overnight hotel.
TUE 26 With the morning at SEATAC we depart with Alaskan to ANCHORAGE. We collect our vans and
have a look around the airport.Hotel is near the end of the runway.
WED 27 Today is free to visit all the airports in the Anchorage vicinity, including MERRILL FIELD,
ELMENDORF AFB and LAKE HOOD.
THU 28 We have the morning in Anchorage. Then we have a short flight to FAIRBANKS. We will have a
tour of EVERTS AIR in the afternoon and after looking around the other propliners at the airport, our hotel is
close by.
FRI 29 We spend the whole day in Fairbanks and can visit BRADLEY or EIELSON AFB, plus 2 nearby
DC6s. We have an evening Alaskan flight back to SEA.
SAT 30 We have all day in Seattle. Today is the CITATION AIRLIFT, where organisers have arranged for
175 Citations to deliver athletes to BOEING FIELD, were arrivals due to be landing every 90 seconds during
the day. Afterwards we can take another quick look into RENTON, then drive up to our final hotel back in
EVERETT.
SUN 1 A quick look around EVERETT, then we drive back to Canada. Our return flight to the UK departs in
the evening, arriving back the next morning.

MANCHESTER DEPARTURES POSSIBLE - LIMITED TO 24 PLACES

Cost: £1489

Deposit: £489

Single Room: £229

Includes: All listed flights and taxes, Ground Transportation, 8 nights hotel (some with breakfasts)

